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Executive Summary
● Opportunity: Cognigenics will become the number one volume manufacturer for human
genetic enhancement applications by combining innovative technology with sound business
strategies for building volume while minimizing risk.
● Overview: If history repeats itself, genetic engineering will have a dominant player like
Rockefeller in oil, Carnegie in steel, Vanderbilt in railroads, Ford in cars, Gates in PC software,
Bezos in retail or Jobs in smartphones. The first company to achieve volume CRISPR
manufacturing will have the inside track in one of the most important new industries of the 21st
Century. Economies of scale will drive costs down, allowing the company to undercut its
competitors and consolidate a leadership position in the industry.
● Strategy: Introducing safe and effective gene therapies to the mainstream human
population involves large-scale risks, and the volume pioneer will push the envelope by
definition. Cognigenics’ unique technology portfolio enables the company to target low-risk,
high-volume patient applications, allowing it to aggressively expand manufacturing capacity
while minimizing exposure.
● Technology: The company has developed three cognitive enhancement technologies
whose patents pending encompass a wide spectrum of genetic engineering techniques.
1. A general purpose cognitive enhancer to relieve cognitive impairment symptoms in
patients and to improve cognitive performance in healthy adults. (Mee patents)
2. A method for treating psychiatric disorders by delivering gene edits to neurons in
targeted brain regions. (Fallon et al patent)
3. A method for treating neurological conditions and enhancing cognition by targeting gene
edits to specific areas in the brain. (Mee-Radin patent)
● Applications: The company’s technology portfolio opens up a series of high volume
applications with manageable litigation risks. (See Exhibit I.)

1. Alzheimer’s disease:

Compassionate use of the company’s technology dictates
Alzheimer’s disease as the first application. An Alzheimer’s symptomatic reliever can
improve the lives of 5 million patients whose quality of life has been marginalized by the
disease. The genetic edit is straightforward and the neural targets are well known. Since
elderly patients with a deteriorating quality of life have little to lose by trying novel
treatments, the litigation risks are low. (See Exhibit II.)
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2. MCI: Another 7 million people can benefit from applying the technology to treat mild
cognitive impairment (MCI). As this group is somewhat younger, it carries additional risk.
Experience gained with the technology in treating Alzheimer’s patients will offset the risk.

3. Psychiatric disorders such as bipolar and personality disorders affect 10 million
Americans. This group contains adults of all ages who have more at stake in life than the
elderly, and hence represent a greater litigation risk. Psychiatric patients whose quality of
life has been significantly compromised by their condition will be the initial candidates for
gene therapies. As clinics gain more experience delivering treatments, services will be
made available to milder cases.

4. Neurological conditions: Once the technology has been widely proven with psychiatric
patients, it will be introduced to a much larger group of 68 million people affected by
neurological conditions such as ADD, anxiety and PTSD. As this group borders on the
mainstream population of healthy adults, it carries a higher litigation risk and will require
flawless technical precision in service delivery.
5. General purpose cognitive enhancement for healthy adults holds the greatest promise for
improving lives over a wide spectrum of the population. The most mature technology is
required at this stage to counterbalance litigation risks.
● Quality assurance: Real-time quality monitoring will shortstop problems and maximize
patient outcomes. A client genetic edit blockchain will capture manufacturing data, clinician
data and patient results to provide end-to-end transparency and auditability for each gene
therapy administered. (See Exhibit IV.)
● Competition: Any gene therapy manufacturer is liable to be sued by patients for real or
imaginary unintended outcomes. Conventional CRISPR gene therapies are targeting rare
diseases and genome defects. These applications have low litigation risks since patients have
no other options, but their volumes are too small to build manufacturing capacity. Achieving
industry leadership requires a more aggressive approach.
● Summary: Cognigenics will improve millions of lives while providing its stakeholders with
ground floor ownership in an emerging industry leader. The company’s business strategy
achieves high volume CRISPR manufacturing while mitigating risk at every stage.

Cognigenics, LLC ● 1390 N. McDowell Blvd., Suite G317, Petaluma, California 94954 USA
Voice: 1-772-324-8800 ● Email: office@cognigenics.co ● Web: cognigenics.co
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Exhibit I - Applications

Exhibit II – Litigation Risk Factors
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Exhibit III - Roadmap

Exhibit IV - Blockchain
BLOCK LAYOUT
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A client genetic edit blockchain registry serves as the digital backbone for service delivery,
providing end-to-end visibility, auditability and smart contracts for each gene therapy
administered. The blockchain layout has five main sections which contain 100+ data fields.
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Technology Overview
● New science: A new branch of science is emerging for improving human behavior and
cognition by genetically optimizing brain functioning. Genetic neuropsychology combines
neuroscience, cognitive psychology and genetic engineering to treat neurological disorders.
These disorders usually involve imbalances in various brain regions, and by normalizing the
unbalanced areas with CRISPR, a disorder’s behavioral and cognitive effects can be mitigated.
● Enabling technology: This new science is made possible by a
revolutionary CRISPR system architecture called CRISPR-T,
which can dynamically deliver genome edits to specific localized
brain regions.
● Neurological disorders: This technology can enable dozens
of genetic neuropsychology applications for addressing a wide
spectrum of neurological conditions without the side effects of
pharmaceuticals. Treatable conditions include attention deficit
disorder (ADD), obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD), post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD),
anxiety, depression, insomnia, psychosomatic issues, memory concerns, Alzheimer's disease
symptoms, tinnitus and mild cognitive impairment (MCI).
● Cognitive enhancement: Genetic neuropsychology can also be used for general-purpose
cognitive enhancement in healthy adults to raise conscious awareness, decrease inattention,
reduce mind-wandering, lower craving, sharpen mental focus, increase concentration, enhance
mindfulness, increase intuition and foster emotional balance.
● Platform technology: CRISPR-T is not just another drug discovery or new form of CRISPR;
it is a foundational science breakthrough comparable to the Boyer-Cohen patent which
spawned recombinant DNA (the basis for today’s $400B biotech industry). Due to its breadth
of application, this technology can form the foundation for a cognitive treatment and
enhancement ecosystem carrying an enormous long range revenue potential.
● Roadmap: The company’s roadmap for developing its technology is illustrated in Fig. 1 on
the next page.
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Industry Overview

- Fig. 2 Genetic neuropsychology will spawn an emerging industry for providing gene therapies to treat
neurological conditions with the new CRISPR-T technology developed by Cognigenics.
Genetic neuropsychology services will be delivered within the framework of a new cognitive
enhancement ecosystem illustrated in Fig. 1. At the center of this ecosystem are cognitive
clinics, which are funded by investors and managed by business executives. The clinics
employ neurologists, who prescribe gene therapies, and genetic neuropsychologists, who
identify specific areas in the client’s brain for treatment, and deliver gene therapies to those
regions using a brain targeting system.
Per Barry Linder: Show cash flows and where Cognigenics fits in.
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Service
● Cognitive clinics
Funded by investor groups
Managed by business executives
Service delivery by certified genetic neuropsychologists
CRISPR prescriptions by neurologist or psychiatrist on staff
Licensed to use genetic neuropsychology technology
Recognized by professional industry association
● Genetic neuropsychologists
Licensed professionals
University degree programs
Screen and educate candidates
Deliver services
Measure results & follow up
● Neurological treatment
Assessment to determine needs
Psychological tests
EEG recordings to establish baseline for measuring therapy results
Brain scan identify brain areas to treat
Choose first area to address
Administer test treatment (RNA)
Verify desired result
Deliver permanent treatment (DNA)
Address next priority area
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Catalysts
● CRISPR components
Vector – Transports CRISPR to specific cell type
Guide – Navigates CRISPR to specific gene
Editor – Edits gene
● CRISPR biologics manufacturers
Vectors, guides and editors
Examples: Millipore Sigma (Merck), Celgene, Synthego,
Horizon, Vigene Biosciences, ThermoFisher, Addgene,
Origene, Aldevron, Clonetech, NanotemperTechnologies,
NovoNordisk, Voyager Therapeutics, Pfizer, Diosynth
Biotechnologies, Sanofi, Vironova, Fortress Biotech, Biogen,
uniQure, Pall Biotech, Asklepios BioPharmaceutical, Regenxbio
● Brain targeting system manufacturers
Transcranial magnetic stimulation: Magstim, Brainsway, Neurostar, Neurosoft, MagVenture,
NextStim
Transcranial ultrasound: Rimed, Multigon
Virtual reality systems: Facebook, Apple, Microsoft, Google
Artificial intelligence systems: IBM, Google, Microsoft

Volume Strategy
Manufacture the hell out of my HTR2A attenuator. It’s the Model T of the industry. It is the
prime engine for relieving AD and MCI symptoms and for treating most neurological conditions,
at least partially. And it is the primary product for general purpose cognitive enhancement.
It’s simple, it’s direct, it’s a well known receptor whose gene is minimally polymorphic and
chemically dissimilar to its neighbors on the chromosome. It is an ideal candidate.
With this product, the company can achieve unprecedented volumes in the industry which
yield unparalleled economies of scale that deliver unassailable competitive advantages.
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Blockchain
● Client gene edit blockchain: A genetic edit blockchain registry serves as the digital
backbone for the genetic neuropsychology ecosystem, providing end-to-end visibility,
auditability and smart contracts for each gene therapy administered. The blockchain layout
contains five main sections as shown below.
BLOCK LAYOUT
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Exhibit I provides detailed record descriptions for each of these five sections.
EXAMPLES
Block 101

People

Services

Catalysts

Quality

Financial

John Doe

OCD

CRISPR-24

Score = 8

Portland

Educ. Pgm. 3

Transcranial
ultrasound

Score = 7

Payment data
Clinic licensee
Crispr licensee
Target licensee

People

Services

Catalysts

Quality

Financial

Jane Smith

ADD

Score = 8

New Haven

Educ. Pgm. 1

CRISPR-75
Transcranial
magnetic
stimulation

Payment data
Clinic licensee
Crispr licensee
Target licensee

Block 102

Score = 7

Block 103

People

Services

Catalysts

Quality

Financial

Bob Williams

PTSD

CRISPR-37

Score = 7

Raleigh

Educ. Pgm. 6

Virtual reality

Score = 8

Payment data
Clinic licensee
Crispr licensee
Target licensee

Key: OCD = obsessive compulsive disorder ADD = attention deficit disorder PTSD = post-traumatic stress
disorder
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● Licensing: CRISPR-T technology is licensed to biologics manufacturers, brain targeting
system manufacturers, and clinical service providers. Accordingly, each block contains three
separate usage licenses: (1) the clinic, (2) the CRISPR biologics, and (3) the brain targeting
system.
1. Clinics are licensed to deliver genetic neuropsychology services. Investors can purchase
the clinic delivery license for a client gene edit in advance, and then sell the license to the
clinic serving the client at the time of service delivery.

2. Biologics licenses:

If an investor purchases the biologics license, and multiple
companies manufacture the CRISPR biologic prescribed for use in the client’s treatment,
the investor can sell their license to the highest bidder at the time of service delivery. (This
plan assumes Cognigenics will not manufacture every single flavor of CRISPR applicable to
dozens or hundreds of different types of genetic neuropsychology treatments.)
3. Targeting system licenses: Clinics will have a suite of brain targeting systems available to
serve clients, which may include transcranial ultrasound, transcranial magnetic stimulation
neuroimaging equipment, artificial intelligence, and virtual reality systems. Investors and
targeting system manufacturers can purchase targeting system licenses and sell them to
clinics when client services are delivered.
● Capital gain: Licenses purchased early in the R&D development cycle can be sold for a
higher price later in the cycle to realize capital gain. Conceivably, a license could be bought
and sold many times before the service is delivered. (Since it is structured as a futures
contract, the genetic edit blockchain registry is not a security per SEC rules.)
● Delivery: When a client purchases the edit, the futures contract becomes due, and licensees
must arrange for delivery of goods and services to avoid forfeiture.
● Micro-investors: The blockchain registry opens up new capital markets and enables small
investors to participate in the industry rather than limiting investment to larger players.
Cognigenics forward-looking products will appeal to young professionals. Young adults are
open to new ideas and change. On the whole, they are more future focused, forward thinking,
progressive, and idealistic than older generations, and they think they can change the world.
Specifically, the company’s general purpose cognitive enhancer will be of tremendous interest
to Generation Z when it becomes available, as a way of protecting their careers against
competition for jobs from robotics, AI and China. Consequently, many of Cognigenics’
investors may be under 30.
Young investors often seek larger returns, and are often more willing to take bigger risks to
achieve them. According to The New York Times, young adults prefer digital investment
Cognigenics, LLC
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vehicles over traditional investments. 1 Accordingly, the company will offer a digital financial
instrument which enables young professionals to invest using the methods they prefer.

License Pricing
Pricing
The license pricing increases as Cognigenics’ first application (Alzheimer’s disease
symptomatic reliever) progresses forward in scientific development.
Round

Science stage of
first application (AD)

License Price

1
2
3
4

Conceptual
In vitro
In vivo
Phase I trials

$
$$
$$$
$$$$

Number of Blockchain
records with licenses
available for sale
150,000
300,000
500,000
750,000

Options
The company can also sell options on future rounds. For example, an investor can buy an
option on 10,000 licenses in Round 2 which enables them to purchase licenses at a discounted
rate (e.g., 10% below market price) if exercised within 30 days of the round’s offering date.

1

“The Cryptocurrency Clique,” The New York Times, August 13, 2017
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Conventional Funding
The company will also use traditional debt and equity instruments as apropos.
1. Angel funding
A. Blockchain
• Develop and manage the blockchain
• Identify blockchain investors and sell licenses
The blockchain angel receives the transaction fees in perpetuity.
B. AD project
• In vitro experiment
2. VC funding
A. AD project
• In vivo experiment
• Clinical trials
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Exhibit V – Client Gene Edit Blockchain Record
(Patent to be filed.)

1. TREATMENT SECTION
Client
Field name
Client name
Contact info

Remarks

Clinic
Field name
Clinic name
Contact info
Genetic neuropsychologist
Neurologist or psychiatrist

Remarks

Delivers service
Prescribes gene therapy

Treatment
Field name
Client needs assessment
Psychological test
EEG baseline
Brain scan data
Recommendation
Prescription

Education
Field name
Program type
anxiety, etc.
Instructor
Date enrolled
Date completed
Test score

Cognigenics, LLC

Remarks
Professional assessment to identify neurological issue to be
treated
Establishes baseline for measuring therapy results
Establishes baseline for measuring therapy results
Identify area to be treated
Therapy program and treatment protocols
CRISPR biologics
Set client expectations for therapy and results
Remarks
Program for condition being treated, e.g., ADD, OCD, PTSD,
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Biologic (CRISPR)
Field name
Biologic serial number
Date delivered to clinic
Date administered to client
Administered by

Remarks
Link to biologic record

Brain region activator
Field name
Manufacturer number
Model number
Treatment region
Treatment protocol
Date administered to client
Administered by

Remarks
Link to brain region activator record

Results
Field name
Date
Psychologist
Client’s subjective report
Psychological test
EEG
Brain scan

Remarks

Follow up
Field name
Date
Psychologist
Client’s subjective report
Additional tests

Remarks

2. BIOLOGIC SECTION
Field name
Biologic serial number
Systems integrator
Vector
Vector manufacturer
Vector manufacture date
Vector manufacture batch number
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Remarks
Packager of vector, guide and editor subassemblies

Quality control checkpoint
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Guide
Guide manufacturer
Guide manufacture date
Guide manufacture batch number
Editor
Editor manufacturer
Editor manufacture date
Editor manufacture batch number

Quality control checkpoint

Quality control checkpoint

3. SUPPLIER SECTION
Field name
Remarks
Biologic manufacturer
Manufacturer number
Manufacturer name
Systems integrator
Contact info
Brain targeting system manufacturer
Manufacturer number
Manufacturer name
Contact info

4. ACCOUNTING SECTION
Field name
Client
Payment date
Payment type
Payment amount

Remarks

e.g., cash, insurance, bank loan, VA

Biologics manufacturer
Payment date
Payment type
Payment amount
Brain targeting system manufacturer
Payment date
Payment type
Payment amount
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5. LICENSE SECTION
Licensees
Clinic Licensee
Licensee name
Licensee contact info
License type
License serial number

Remarks
License owner (Investor, manufacturer, management group)

Biologics Licensee
Licensee name
Licensee contact info
License type

Remarks
License owner (Investor, manufacturer, management group)

License serial number
Targeting Licensee
Licensee name
Licensee contact info
License type
treatment
License serial number

(A) Territory License to deliver service in this client’s metro area
Applied to this service

(B) Biologic License for manufacturing biologic serial number for
this edit
Applied to this edit

Remarks
License owner (Investor, manufacturer, management group)
(C) Brain targeting system equipment usage license for this
Applied to this treatment

Licensor
Cognigenics, LLC
1390 N. McDowell Blvd., Suite G317
Petaluma, California 94954 USA
Voice: 1-772-324-8800
Email: office@cognigenics.co
Bank account number
Wire transfer info
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